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Abstract—Inter-application I/O contention and performance interference have been recognized as severe problems. In this work, we demonstrate, through measurement from Titan (world’s No. 3 supercomputer), that high I/O variance co-exists with the fact that individual storage units remain under-utilized for the majority of the time. This motivates us to propose AID, a system that performs automatic application I/O characterization and I/O-aware job scheduling. AID analyzes existing I/O traffic and batch job history logs, without any prior knowledge on applications or user/developer involvement. It identifies the small set of I/O-intensive candidates among all applications running on a supercomputer and subsequently mines their I/O patterns, using more detailed per-I/O-node traffic logs. Based on such auto-extracted information, AID provides online I/O-aware scheduling recommendations to steer I/O-intensive applications away from heavy ongoing I/O activities.

We evaluate AID on Titan, using both real applications (with extracted I/O patterns validated by contacting users) and our own pseudo-applications. Our results confirm that AID is able to (1) identify I/O-intensive applications and their detailed I/O characteristics, and (2) significantly reduce these applications’ I/O performance degradation/variance by jointly evaluating outstanding applications’ I/O pattern and real-time system I/O load.

I. INTRODUCTION

HPC facilities support multiple concurrently executing workloads with shared storage. For instance, the center-wide Lustre-based parallel file system, Spider [26], at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) provides 30PB of capacity and over 1TB/s aggregate I/O throughput, serving several machines including Titan, the current No. 3 supercomputer [3].

Like most large shared resources, HPC storage systems over-provision I/O bandwidth. On average, individual pieces of hardware (such as I/O server nodes and disks) are often under-utilized. Figure 1 illustrates this with the cumulative distribution of I/O throughput on each of Spider’s Lustre OSTs (Object Storage Targets) during a 5-month period in 2015, giving the percentage of time each individual OST spends at different throughput levels. Overall, most of the OSTs are not busy, experiencing less than 1% (5MB/s) and 20% (100MB/s) of their individual peak throughput during 88.4% and 99.6% of system time, respectively.

![Fig. 1. CDF of per-OST I/O throughput](image)

Even so, I/O-heavy jobs may collide, creating contention-induced performance variance, a recognized challenge for I/O-related performance debugging and optimization [14], [15], [19], [27], [29]. Furthermore, as hard disks remain the dominant media, I/O contention leads to excessive seeks, degrading the overall I/O throughput.

One major reason for such I/O-induced performance variance is the I/O-oblivious job scheduling: supercomputer jobs are typically dispatched in a FIFO order plus backfilling, with further priority-based adjustment [2]. While there are several studies aimed at reducing inter-job I/O contention [28], [39], I/O-aware job scheduling has never been available on production HPC systems. The major obstacle lies in the cost to obtain per-application parallel I/O characteristics through tracing/profiling and the difficulty for a supercomputer to demand such information from users/developers.

In this work, we propose AID (Automatic I/O Diverter), an I/O-aware job scheduling mechanism built on the zero-overhead hardware monitoring already available on supercomputer storage servers [24]. AID correlates the coarse-grained server-side I/O traffic log (aggregate and OST-level) to (1) identify I/O-intensive applications, (2) “mine” the I/O traffic pattern of applications classified as I/O-intensive, and (3) provide job scheduling suggestions on whether an I/O-
intensive job can be immediately dispatched.

Note that AID achieves the above goals fully automatically, without requiring any apriori information on the applications or jobs, additional tracing/profiling, or effort from developers/users. This is important as typical supercomputers cannot achieve universal participation from users for collecting per-job I/O patterns. Instead, AID transparently examines the full job log and identifies common I/O patterns across multiple executions of the same application. This is based on the same intuition exploited by our prior work leveraging supercomputer I/O traffic logs [18]: the common behavior observed across multiple executions of the same application is likely attributed to this application. However, our prior work identifies the I/O signature of a given I/O-intensive application and makes the strong assumption that its job run instances are identical executions. In contrast, AID takes a fully data-driven approach, sifting out dozens of I/O-heavy applications from job-I/O history containing millions of jobs running thousands of unique applications. These applications can then be given special attention in scheduling to reduce I/O contention. Also, AID is able to tolerate common behavior variances in an application’s repeated execution (such as running for varied number of timesteps). Finally, AID utilizes detailed per-OST logs that became available more recently, while our prior work only studies aggregate traffic.

We have implemented AID and evaluated its effectiveness in I/O characterization on Titan, using real applications (partially validated by querying their users), as well as pseudo-applications (where “ground truth” is readily available). For validated I/O-intensive applications, we verified the accuracy of AID’s I/O pattern identification. Finally, we assessed the potential gain of I/O-aware job scheduling. Our results confirm that AID can successfully identify I/O-intensive applications and their high-level I/O characteristics. While we currently do not have the means to deploy new scheduling policies on Titan, our proof-of-concept evaluation indicates that I/O-aware scheduling might be highly promising for future systems.

II. BACKGROUND

Our work targets petascale or larger platforms. Below we present an overview of one such storage system, the ORNL Spider file system [26], supporting Titan and several other clusters. It is also where we obtain log data, and perform experimental evaluation.

A. Spider Storage Infrastructure

Figure 2 shows the Spider architecture, running Lustre [8]. Spider’s 20,160 SATA drives are managed by 36 DDN SFA12K RAID controllers (henceforth referred to as controllers). Every 10 disks form a RAID 6 array that makes a Lustre Object Storage Target (OST). Access is via the 288 Lustre Object Storage Servers (OSSes), each with 7 OSTs attached, partitioned into two independent and non-overlapping namespaces, atlas1 and atlas2, for load-balancing and capacity management. Each partition includes half of the system, 144 Lustre OSSes and 1,008 OSTs. The compute nodes (clients) connect to Spider over a multistage InfiniBand network (SION).

B. I/O and Job Data Collection

I/O traffic logs Server-side I/O statistics have been collected on Spider since 2009, via a custom API provided by the DDN controllers. A custom daemon utility [24] polls the controllers periodically and stores the results in a MySQL database. Data collected include read/write I/O throughput and IOPS, I/O request sizes, etc., amounting to around 4GB of log data per day. Unlike client-side or server-side I/O tracing, such coarse-grained monitoring/logging via the separate management Ethernet network has negligible overhead.

Applications are allocated a set of OSTs. Based on the stripe width k, the I/O client round robins across the k OSTs. The current Spider system has monitoring tools capturing per-OST I/O activity. In this work, we leverage such OST-level information for I/O pattern mining and scheduling.

Batch job logs Most supercomputers maintain a batch job log, recording information items like the user/project ID, number of nodes used, job submission, start/end times, job name/ID, etc. By juxtaposing the I/O traffic and job logs, one may mine the correlation between I/O traffic and applications’ (repeated) executions, to obtain information on application I/O patterns in a lightweight and non-intrusive manner.

III. APPROACH OVERVIEW

A. Problem Definition

Our work has two goals: (1) to automatically identify I/O-intensive applications and their I/O access patterns, and (2) to explore I/O-aware job scheduling that staggers jobs running such applications identified as I/O-intensive.

While I/O-aware job scheduling is the ultimate goal for approaching the inter-job I/O interference problem, to deploy batch scheduler modifications on a large production system is beyond the scope of this paper. Meanwhile, there lacks mature parallel file system simulators and it is very hard to generate a realistic background workload mixture. Therefore, rather than
developing an enhanced scheduler, we assess the potential benefit of our proposed I/O-aware scheduling by making simple recommendations (“now” or “later”) considering application I/O pattern and current system load. Validation is done by comparing the results of I/O-intensive job execution under different recommendations.

The input to AID will be the batch job and server-side I/O traffic logs covering a common time period. AID mines the two logs jointly to identify a set of I/O-intensive applications. Such mining is done continuously and incrementally, with new log data appended daily. For each application labeled as I/O-intensive, AID further identifies its major I/O characteristics. Its job scheduling is then augmented by such I/O-aware analysis, taking into account I/O characteristics (plus the current system I/O load as additional input). The scheduling output is a simple recommendation, in the form of “run” (to dispatch the job in question now) or “delay” (to hold the job in queue and re-examine at the next event-driven scheduling point, such as upon an active job’s completion).

B. Challenges and Overall Design

This work shares several common building blocks with the IOSI tool [18]. For a given I/O-intensive application, IOSI automatically extracts its I/O-signature, plotting the application’s I/O throughput along its execution timeline. Common to both tools is the fact that the feasibility of automatic application I/O characterization is established based on periodic and bursty I/O patterns of HPC applications [34], with the same application executed repetitively through many batch jobs [9]. The bursty behavior creates I/O bursts, phases of elevated I/O activity, identified from the background noise using techniques such as Wavelet Transform and throughput level filtering [18]. I/O burst serves as the basic unit of per-application I/O traffic identification. The periodic behavior establishes a consistent “pattern”, facilitating the attribution of I/O traffic to specific applications. The repetitive behavior allows pattern identification by further correlating multiple samples (segments of I/O traffic logs intercepted by the job start/end times of the target application), identifying the commonality across samples as application-affiliated “signal” and difference as “noise.”

However, IOSI has I/O-intensive applications pre-identified and samples from guaranteed identical job runs (same executable and input). AID’s focus, in contrast, is to identify “suspected I/O-intensive applications”, a fraction of the thousands of unique applications generating millions of batch jobs, without any I/O-related information about them. Such automatic classification is quite challenging for several reasons.

First, we cannot assume that supercomputer jobs running the same application are identical. For example, 20 runs during 11/2014-01/2015 of one application had execution times ranging from 1958 to 86644 seconds. While I/O-intensive applications do tend to possess common periodic I/O patterns, large time variance makes sample alignment and I/O burst identification harder, especially without apriori knowledge on an application’s I/O intensity.

Second, in some cases application runs do contain inconsistent I/O patterns. As periodic I/O itself is a controllable operation, non-production runs checking algorithmic correctness or tuning computation performance often have I/O off or at reduced frequency. While there are applications that seldom change such configurations, the existence of a change in I/O pattern is more challenging to identify than the execution time variance, and further complicates our classification.

Considering these challenges, we focus on applications/jobs with heavy I/O demands, which compose a small fraction of HPC applications. A recent study using Argonne’s Darshan I/O profiling tool [21] observed that the aggregate throughput for 75% of applications never exceeded 1GB/s, roughly 1% of the peak platform bandwidth. Our server-side, black-box analysis shares similar observation with this application-side, white-box investigation.

Here we consider an application I/O-intensive, if we can identify consistent I/O bursts across its multiple runs, without adopting any specific threshold. The intuition is that I/O-intensive parallel applications do possess intensity (per-application average throughput of 10-200GB/s among the AID-identified intensive applications) and certain kind of patterns to be picked up by AID.

![Fig. 3. AID software architecture](image)

Figure 3 outlines AID’s structure, which comprises two major components: (1) an offline application I/O characterization engine that incrementally processes the I/O traffic logs and batch job logs, saving analysis results in an application knowledge base, and (2) an online I/O-aware scheduler that queries the knowledge base and real-time system load levels to make scheduling recommendations for identified I/O-intensive applications. Unlike IOSI, AID also utilizes the more recently available per-OST I/O traffic log to analyze the number of OSTs used simultaneously by the application.

IV. APPLICATION I/O CHARACTERIZATION

AID’s I/O characterization relies solely on its two input datasets: the job log and the I/O traffic log. The I/O traffic log comes in at per-OST granularity, which provides valuable additional insight to split I/O activities from concurrent jobs. There is little return, however, for the huge time required to examine the full combination of thousands of OSTs and
millions of jobs without knowing anything about any of the applications. Further perplexing the situation, many applications create new files during each I/O burst. E.g., an application may aggregate its output from 2048 processes to 64 shared files every 1000 computation timesteps. Though its OST footprint (number of OSTs used during each I/O burst) is stable, each wave of files are assigned and striped to their destination OSTs at file creation time. Therefore, the subset of OSTs showing I/O traffic from this application migrates between I/O bursts.

Considering the above, AID takes a two-phase strategy, to first look at the aggregate traffic log and identify a set of applications suspected to be I/O-intensive, which we call I/O-intensive application candidates (candidates in short for the rest of the paper). The intuition is that if an application is I/O-intensive enough (having recognizable I/O bursts—see details in Sec III-B) and “important” enough (running long or frequently), we are confident enough to mark it as a candidate. Therefore, instead of setting an arbitrary quantitative standard for an application, which should vary with system configurations and load levels, here “being I/O-intensive” is defined as “having recognizable and periodic I/O pattern”. Note that most resource-intensive applications we have seen running on supercomputer perform periodic I/O, so AID focuses on characterizing such applications, while its I/O-aware scheduling might help the minority applications having very irregular I/O patterns as well.

With the shortlisted candidates, the second phase will take a much more thorough look by zooming in to the per-OST traffic log, to discover their detailed I/O characteristics. This process serves two-fold purposes to validate the candidates’ I/O intensity and for those validated, to collect I/O patterns relevant to subsequent I/O-aware scheduling. More specifically, AID collects (1) the application’s aggregate I/O volume per I/O burst, (2) the I/O interval (average time between two adjacent I/O-bursts) and (3) average I/O throughput.

In addition, assisted by the per-OST traffic analysis, AID derives an applications’ OST footprint, the number of OSTs it tends to use simultaneously. With n compute nodes, typical I/O-intensive applications may use independent I/O to write n files (n-to-n model), or collective I/O to write one (n-to-1) or m (n-to-m) files [6], [9]. Finding the OST footprint also serves two-fold purposes. First, it enables the I/O-aware scheduler to estimate how many OSTs an application uses, and assess the chance of two such applications stepping on each other’s toes (though there is currently no way for the scheduler to force an application to use a certain group of OSTs). Second, pinpointing the subgroup of OSTs an application used allows our I/O characterization process to refine the I/O patterns collected, as I/O traffic from OSTs considered unused by this application can now be excluded.

A. Initial I/O Intensity Classification

From jobs to applications: I/O characteristics belong to applications, but are observed through jobs, each a particular execution of an application. The number of unique applications is typically much smaller than the number of jobs run per year. Meanwhile, the same application run by different users (domain scientists, system software experts, and software engineers) or run with different number of nodes may exhibit different I/O behavior. On the other hand, we observed that it is quite rare for a single user to incur very different I/O patterns running the same application using the same node count (the number of compute nodes used by a job).

Therefore, for I/O characterization, we define a unique application in the context of AID with the 3-tuple (user name, job name, node count). Here “job name” is a user-assigned string identifier included in the job script. This definition allows us to obtain 9998 unique applications from the 5-month log containing 181,969 jobs, resulting in 18.2 job runs per application on average during this period.

Candidate selection: Now we need to examine the aggregate I/O traffic log to nominate I/O-intensive application candidates. This is done by processing the samples of each application, obtained by intercepting the aggregate traffic log using its jobs’ start/end times, in search for consistent and significant I/O activities. The key property utilized by AID is the periodicity of an application’s I/O behavior. E.g., Figure 4(a) plots an original sample of a real application, named scaling, showing I/O bursts with clear periodical pattern. As mentioned earlier, existing techniques from IOSI [18] are adopted to identify individual I/O bursts from each sample.

Unlike IOSI, however, AID has to deal with the irregularity and inconsistency involved in classifying unknown real applications whose job runs may possess variable I/O behavior, aside from the noisy background from the aggregated I/O traffic log. The bursts found in a sample could belong to any of the concurrently running applications or even interactive user commands, and we have no knowledge to assume any application to possess I/O dominance in these samples. To solve this problem, we adopt a density-based clustering technique, OPTICS [4], by transforming each identified I/O burst for an application (all its samples combined) to a point in a 2-D space, using the burst height (peak aggregate I/O throughput) and area (total I/O volume) as x and y coordinate, respectively. AID then performs clustering of these points, aiming to identify groups of highly similar I/O bursts generated by potentially periodic I/O operations. We experimented with multiple widely-used clustering algorithms, including K-means [22] and DBSCAN [13], and finally selected OPTICS, which is very robust with noisy data and does not make any assumption on the number or shape of result clusters.

With 5 such samples of scaling, AID identifies a total of 1070 I/O bursts and mapped them to the aforementioned 2D space (Figure 4(b)). Figure 4(c) further displays the “zoomedin” area with 4 result clusters identified by OPTICS.

AID then splits an original sample into n sub-samples, each containing the I/O bursts from one of the n identified clusters. To give an example, Figure 5 displays 4 sub-samples from the original sample shown in Figure 4(a), plotted using colors corresponding to the clustering result in Figure 4(c).

Its subsequent processing is based on the intuition that if a group of I/O bursts belongs to the application in question, such
I/O bursts need to (1) possess regular periodic pattern, and (2) appear in a significant portion of the original samples. By examining aggregate statistics such as I/O interval (time distance between adjacent I/O bursts), peak I/O throughput, and total I/O volume per-burst, we avoid the “sample alignment” and “full signature mining” tasks relying on strong assumptions regarding the existence and consistency of application I/O pattern. With attention instead focused on burst “size”, “height”, and “frequency”, AID can handle variable execution lengths. Similarly, by requiring only a fraction of samples possessing common pattern (using a configurable threshold, set to 60% in our evaluation), coupled with differentiating the same base application’s jobs submitted by different users, AID can handle inconsistent I/O patterns.

After such screening, among the I/O bursts in the 4 sub-samples shown in Figure 5, only one (cluster 1) is identified as a valid I/O pattern, as it is found to be regular, spanning a significant portion of the job execution, and present across over 60% of sub-samples. Note that cluster 4 (Figure 5(d)), though similarly regular looking, does not satisfy this standard and is considered from other applications. The other clusters also fail to meet these requirements. Finally, applications with such identifiable I/O pattern (at least one verified I/O burst cluster) are preliminarily considered an I/O-intensive candidate.

B. Candidate Application Validation

Scope checking This is to guard against the case where there are long and frequent executions of a true I/O-intensive application, whose samples entirely “cover” certain other applications’ shorter samples often enough. Those other applications will then have samples sharing the same I/O pattern. The solution is rather intuitive: for each qualifying sample, we look beyond its boundary, left and right, to check the correlation between the I/O pattern’s existence and the application’s execution. If a detected pattern is indeed incurred by a certain application, it should not be consistently observed before/after its job starts/completes running. Our AID prototype performs this checking by empirically examining 5 times of the detected I/O interval length, each way beyond the sample boundary.

Minimum support requirement Still, there could be relatively rare cases where a candidate happens to piggy-back on true I/O-intensive applications with similar job start and end times. This is more likely to happen when the false positive only has few samples. As mentioned earlier, AID is designed to be a self-learning system, scheduled to run at least daily to incrementally process new samples. Therefore, it maintains a separate watch list for “under-probation” candidates, who need to be validated with more samples. After bootstrapping the knowledge base, all new applications need to go through this probation period. Currently our AID prototype requires 5 minimum samples to have a candidate validated, which, together with the aforementioned scope checking, significantly reduces the chance of admitting a false positive.

C. Application OST Utilization Analysis

With I/O-intensive applications identified and validated, AID performs another round of more detailed analysis. It now has the total I/O volume per I/O burst, the peak/average I/O throughput during I/O bursts, the I/O burst interval, and the computation-to-I/O time ratio. These features describe the temporal distribution of an application’s I/O traffic and can be obtained by analyzing the aggregate server-side traffic log.

To understand an application’s I/O behavior from the spatial aspect, AID mines its OST footprint, the number of OSTs it accesses during an I/O burst, as the final feature of its I/O pattern. Collecting and analyzing OST-level traffic logs is time consuming, as each sample (called aggregate sample hereafter) becomes 1008 OST samples, due to the lack of information on which OSTs were mapped to a job. Fortunately, we have dramatically reduced our scope of examination by identifying I/O-intensive candidates from thousands of applications.

OST footprint identification Our log analysis finds real-world applications consistent in OST footprint across I/O bursts, across both read and write operations. Therefore, AID assumes a constant OST footprint, κ, for each application. Each individual burst in an aggregate sample then comprises of κ OST bursts (0 < κ ≤ 1008). For example, if an application writes collectively a single global shared file (n-to-1 model), with a file stripe width of 16, κ = 16. If the average OST throughput is 200 MB/s (with no other concurrent activities), the aggregated sample will contain I/O bursts with I/O throughput of around 3.2 GB/s.

After preparing OST samples for each aggregated sample, AID reuses the OPTICS clustering results described earlier. These aggregate bursts have already been certified as “regular and consistent” in the previous steps, hence giving strong hints for the search of similar-shaped bursts on individual OSTs. Suppose we have n aggregate samples from our target application, each bearing m aggregate bursts. For each aggregate
burst \( B_i \) in the aggregate sample \( S_j \), AID scans all 1008 per-OST samples and counts \( \alpha_{i,j} \) corresponding single-OST bursts. Then the application’s OST footprint \( \kappa \) is calculated as

\[
\kappa = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_{i,j}}{mn}
\]

This way, \( \kappa \) gives an estimated average number of OSTs participating in each I/O burst. We have evaluated such footprint estimation with both real applications and pseudo-applications, and found it to be effective (results in Section VI-B).

**OST-footprint-enabled I/O pattern refinement** Finally, we perform another round of fine tuning, by taking into account the AID-identified OST footprint. With this additional piece of information, we can pinpoint the subset of OSTs suspected to have participated in each I/O burst. This allows us to exclude I/O traffic from other OSTs from the aggregate sample, identified as background I/O noise from the target application’s point of view. Though not affecting features such as I/O interval, such refinement improves the accuracy of per-burst I/O volume and average I/O throughput, as demonstrated by our experimental results in Fig. 8.

V. I/O-AWARE JOB SCHEDULING

Based on the application I/O intensity classification and I/O pattern characterization results, AID explores I/O-aware scheduling. As discussed earlier, it is very hard to test-deploy such proof-of-concept prototypes on large, production supercomputers. Simulation study, on the other hand, cannot reflect the real dynamics of the mixed workload and shared resources of such large-scale systems. AID hence starts with a best-effort recommendation system, where it gives simple “run” or “delay” recommendations based on its self-learned knowledge and real-time system load information. We can then evaluate the validity and potential impact of such recommendations, by comparing what happens with dispatching the application run anyway, according to or despite AID’s suggestion.

Another path is spatial partitioning, splitting OSTs across applications when possible. This can potentially be applied independently or jointly with the temporal staggering of jobs. However, its deployment requires significant modification of both the scheduler and the parallel file system, making it even harder for us to verify. That said, the current AID does consider the estimated per-application OST footprint in making scheduling recommendations.

A. Summarizing I/O-Related Information

First, AID needs to establish a global view of I/O requirements of ongoing applications as well as the real-time storage system status showing how busy individual OSTs are. More specifically, it gathers information from two aspects:

**Current application I/O requirement** Using its application knowledge base, AID can easily identify I/O-intensive applications running or waiting. It can further retrieve each candidate’s I/O characteristics, to estimate the resource requirement for upcoming jobs, as well as to estimate the remaining execution time of jobs already running. Note that despite the effectiveness of its I/O workload auto-characterization, AID is a best-effort system that does not possess sufficient ground truth on its classification or I/O pattern mining results. Nor can it guarantee that the future will repeat the history.

**Real-time system I/O load level** Meanwhile, AID continuously monitors the current I/O system load level by maintaining an OST-level I/O load table (IOLT), updated by querying the same server-side per-OST traffic log data, once every 5 minutes in our prototype. The IOLT maintains a load level histogram for each OST during the last four 5-minute windows, in terms of its logged I/O throughput. In other words, it keeps track of a 20-minute sliding window showing detailed recent history of per-OST load level. AID divides the per-OST throughput range \([0, T_p]\) (\(T_p\) being the peak throughput) into uniform throughput level bands (with width of 30 MB/s in our prototype). For each such band (e.g., \([60\,\text{MB/s}, 90\,\text{MB/s}]\)) per 5-minute window, AID stores in IOLT the fraction of time that each OST has load level within this interval, say 20%.

The real-time system load information allows AID to supplement its knowledge base with actual run-time system status, making it aware of both the “demand” and “supply” sides of the shared I/O resources. Also, the real-time system load data compensate AID’s lack of knowledge on newer applications that do not have (sufficient) samples or interactive user/administrator activities that bypass batch scheduling.

B. I/O-aware Scheduling

Finally, AID puts together everything it knows to make I/O-aware scheduling recommendations: whether \( A \) should be dispatched now (“run”) or later (“delay”). AID does this by calculating a numeric OST load score (“score” for short), and making job admission decisions considering \( A \)’s estimated OST-footprint and I/O traffic. Below we describe the major steps involved in this decision making process.
OST load score calculation \hspace{1em} This step takes the IOLT as input and calculates for each OST the load score $s$:

$$s = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i (f_i + \alpha)$$

(2)

Here $n$ is the total number of the aforementioned per-OST throughput level bands and $f_i$ is the fraction of time this OST stayed within the $i$th throughput band, based on the recent history from the IOLT. This is to roughly measure the change and degree that $A$ is expected to endure I/O contention with its immediate dispatch, by examining both the frequency and intensity of existing I/O activities, instead of simply relying on the average/peak/minimum throughput. On top of $f_i$, we make an additional adjustment, $\alpha$, leveraging the I/O patterns mined by AID, for ongoing applications that has just started or is about to complete (based on application job history and the maximum execution time submitted to the scheduler and available at real time to AID). Basically, we use their I/O pattern in the knowledge base to add/subtract I/O throughput intervals for newborn/dying jobs. Since we do not have the mapping from application to a particular set of OSTs, we make such adjustment at the top $K$ idle/busy OSTs, where $K$ is the estimated OST footprint of the newborn/dying application.

However, with complex resource sharing behaviors and without detailed ground truth, we cannot fully understand/predict the impact the background load has on $A$’s execution on the same OST. To this end, in Equation 2 we add a weight, $w_i$, to the corresponding band. The weight values are in turn to be learned in a black-box style by real-system I/O interference measurement, collected in a 2-month period on Titan, during which we submitted small training jobs with known I/O patterns, to measure their I/O performance behavior under different OST load levels. More specifically, we simply used the I/O time of a training job normalized to the measured shortest time in all trials as $s$ in Equation 2, making $\omega$ the only unknown. With a large number of training data points, we solve the $\omega$ values using an over-determined system [5].

Application-specific load threshold calculation \hspace{1em} Taking a similar approach as in weight calculation above, AID also observes the impact of overall OST load (in terms of average $s$ score over all OSTs used) on a target application by measuring such correlation between system load and training job’s I/O performance. Here it maintains a 2-D data structure, partitioning the per-application I/O pattern into coarse intervals using two parameter values: the average I/O throughput per-burst, and the I/O-to-computation time ratio. Each “cell” in this 2-D table saves training data points within the corresponding parameter range, recording the measured average OST load upon dispatch (again mined from history logs) and normalized I/O performance. Therefore, given a known I/O-intensive application $A$ and its I/O pattern retrieved from the AID knowledge base, plus a configurable performance impact factor ($e.g.$, a factor of 1.2 means that 20% longer I/O time can be accepted), we can utilize the pre-computed correlation and derive the threshold average OST load level $L$.

I/O-pattern-aware OST screening \hspace{1em} With the per-OST load score $s$ calculated based on recent load history, and the average OST load level $L$ calculated based on $A$’s known I/O pattern, AID checks whether there are enough OSTs with projected I/O load low enough to accommodate $A$ now.

This is done by obtaining $A$’s OST footprint $m$ from the knowledge base, and examine the $m$ OSTs with the lowest load (by $s$ value) in each file system partition. If the average load of such “least busy” OSTs is under $A$’s application-dependent load threshold $L$, then AID makes the “run” recommendation, encouraging the immediate execution of $A$. Otherwise, it makes the “delay” recommendation to hold $A$ in the batch queue until next (event-prompted) evaluation point.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of AID, in around 3200 lines of Python code. The tool itself has small overhead. More specifically, it took no more than 9 hours to bootstrap the knowledge-base using 6 months’ logs, around 3 minutes for its daily knowledge-base update using new logs, and around 1 or 2 seconds for making an online scheduling recommendation.

Our evaluation aims to verify several main hypotheses: (1) AID can successfully identify I/O-intensive applications without apriori information; (2) AID can identify I/O-intensive applications’ OST footprint with reasonable accuracy; and (3) I/O-aware job scheduling based on automatically derived per-job I/O behavior can effectively reduce I/O contention.

Note that AID analyzes real application data, but we have to rely on (unknown) users’ reply to our query to obtain some “ground truth” for the majority of user jobs on Titan. Therefore, we also generated our own pseudo-applications, again with IOR (more details in Section VI-B). These applications possess typical real I/O patterns observed on Spider, and have been submitted repeatedly during several weeks.

A. I/O Intensity Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of logged jobs</td>
<td>181,969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real applications without 3-tuple identification</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real applications with 3-tuple identification</td>
<td>9,998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial I/O-intensive candidates</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates passing scope checking</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates passing min support requirement</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-verified candidates</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
REAL APPLICATION CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

Our classification evaluation mainly focuses on checking against false positives, as our “I/O-intensive” definition requires “observable” I/O patterns and AID is rather confident when an application cannot even make its watchlist.

Real applications \hspace{1em} We fed AID with the aforementioned 5-month Titan I/O traffic and job logs. Table I summarizes major statistics information regarding logged jobs.

AID obtained 95 preliminary I/O-intensive candidates, and with its own validation using scope checking and minimum support requirement it cut the shortlist to 42 candidates. We
hoped to verify the findings with feedback from the application owners, however contacting Titan users has to comply with center policy and is non-trivial. In the end, we obtained approval to contact 16 candidates, mostly submitted by local users. We contacted them by email and received responses from 8, all confirming of the I/O-intensive classification. Table II briefly describes these user-verified candidates.

**Pseudo-applications** First, Table III lists the characteristics of our own IOR pseudo-applications, whose trial runs (submitted at diverse times of the day) consumed around 834,682 node-hours on Titan. We specifically varied the number of iterations (computation phase plus I/O phase), to evaluate AID’s capability of handling variable-length executions of the same application. Also, we configured IORH with smaller output size per compute node and the n-to-1 model to generate rather low I/O throughput. As expected, AID correctly identified all 7 I/O-intensive pseudo-applications and did not admit IORH as a candidate. Moreover, all of our pseudo-applications are run with the real jobs on Titan, making them among the 42 AID-identified I/O-intensive applications.

**B. I/O Pattern Identification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Time(m)</th>
<th>OST</th>
<th>App. Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Geo-sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>6-60</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>30-185</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>Astrophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>110-230</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>Systems research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>30-190</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>Combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>13-17</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16388</td>
<td>43-310</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II** USER-VERIFIED I/O-INTENSIVE APPLICATIONS

Figure 6 shows the side-by-side comparison between AID-extracted and user-supplied I/O patterns. We examine four key features, namely per-burst I/O volume, I/O interval, average I/O throughput during bursts, and OST footprint. We choose not to normalize the results to show the actual scale and distribution of such pattern features in real applications. Results for Application 8 are given separately in Table IV, due to its exceptionally large I/O volume.

These results show that AID achieves high accuracy in automatically discovering application-specific I/O characteristics, with errors likely due to noises. Actually, AID estimated I/O volume can sometimes be smaller than the true application volume, indicating that we might have excluded I/O traffic from the target application. However, such accuracy suffices for I/O-aware scheduling and workload study purposes.

One interesting side discovery here is that the majority of observable I/O-intensive applications have rather large OST footprint, as currently this is still the parallel I/O model that delivers the highest aggregate throughput by avoiding synchronization overhead (even when using the same number of OSTs). More efficient n-to-m parallel I/O would allow the applications to obtain high throughput while leaving the system more flexibility in I/O-aware scheduling.

**Pseudo-applications** Unlike with real applications, we possess all ground truth on our IOR pseudo-applications. We designed them to portray the diverse HPC I/O behavior, with contrasting node counts, per-burst I/O volumes, and I/O intervals. Most importantly, they adopt different common HPC file access models (n-to-1, n-to-m, and n-to-n), resulting in different OST footprints. To match the behavior observed in real applications, we intentionally added variability in job behavior (while maintaining the base I/O pattern), by changing the number of computation-I/O iterations, hence producing different sample lengths. In addition, we simulate the “I/O-off” runs by randomly adding 1 - 5 job runs without I/O. The output files use the default Spider setting: stripe count of 4 and stripe size of 4MB. Figure 7 confirms that AID achieves similarly good accuracy in deriving the application I/O patterns.

Fig 8 demonstrates the effect of I/O pattern refinement on one of the IORH samples using the OST footprint results, as described in Section IV-C. The left figure shows I/O bursts before having OST footprint information and the right one after. The I/O bursts after refinement are visibly more clarified and less noisy. As marked on the top of the figures, the OST-footprint knowledge (verified as quite accurate by previous results) helps AID trim the total I/O volume of this application from 53.4TB to 38.5TB within this particular sample, by excluding I/O traffic from non-participating OSTs.

**C. I/O-aware Job Scheduling**

Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of AID’s I/O-aware scheduling recommendation. In this set of experiments, we issued groups of pseudo-applications to create varying levels of inter-job I/O contention as well as system I/O load. These experiments were conducted on the Titan production system, where we had no control on actual job concurrency. Titan
toset, as we cannot control whether an individual trial will receive a “run” or a “delay” order. As expected, the runs started despite the “delay” recommendation do spend considerably more time on I/O and often have larger I/O time variances compared to those with the “run” blessing, as seen in Figures 9(a) - 9(c).

Figure 9(d) plots the 2-D distribution of all trial data points, in average OST score ($x$) and total I/O time normalized to the shortest measurement ($y$). It clearly shows that the “run” data points (blue dots) have better and more consistent performance than the “delay” ones (orange squares). More specifically, the “delay” data points have an I/O performance impact factor (slowdown from the shortest I/O time measurement) of 1.69 on average and up to 2.93. The “run” data points, in contrast, have 1.21 on average and up to 1.92.

Several of the “run” data points do get over the 1.5 impact factor threshold and cause larger variances in the “run” bars in Figures 9(a) - 9(c). After all, the experiments are done on a large production system where we are not really scheduling applications: though we can “hold” other pseudo-applications, real I/O-intensive jobs do not go through AID’s approval and may start after the pseudo-application’s launch. Therefore we expect AID’s advantage to be more significant with fully deployed I/O-aware schedulers.

VII. RELATED WORK

Resource-aware job scheduling I/O contention has been recognized as an important problem for current and future large-scale HPC platforms [7], [11], [14], [16], [20], [28], [39]. Two studies have proposed platform-level, I/O-aware job scheduling for reducing inter-job interference. Dorier et al. proposed CALCiO M [11], which dynamically selects appropriate scheduling policies, coordinating applications’ I/O strategy via inter-application communication. Applications on the same compute platform are allowed to communicate and coordinate...
In this paper, we present AID, a mechanism that mines application-specific I/O patterns from existing supercomputer server-side I/O traffic logs and batch job history jobs, without any additional tracing, profiling, or user-provided information. We verified the effectiveness of AID using both user feedback (on real-world HPC application unknown to us) and our own pseudo-applications on a state-of-the-art supercomputer. We further enabled AID to make I/O-aware scheduling recommendations, and confirmed with experiments on the same supercomputer that such recommendations can produce significantly lower I/O time and smaller I/O performance variance.

This work demonstrates that in large, complex, and highly dynamic shared environments, where detailed tracing/profiling is often intrusive and costly, we can still learn a lot about unknown applications just by examining low-overhead, coarse-granule system logs that have been routinely collected. The key observation here is that resource-heavy applications tend to have consistent behavior to be noticed, and the future, to a large extent, does repeat history.
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